


TEAM - ODR



Agenda
To create an AI model that answers 
questions raised by the customer and 
provide explanations and clarifications 
related to customer support.

To create a much-sophisticated bot that’s 
yet simple and affordable for all business 
models to procure. 



Introduction

Source:https: Hanna Kleinings. //levity.ai/blog/ai-for-customer-support



The Problem
;

Not knowing the 
answer to a question

Customer service 
workflows aren’t 
aligned with the 

customer's journey

Dealing with angry 
customers

Not meeting 
customer 

expectations

Not having the right 
tools

Human based Customer service has mostly 

left a bitter experience to consumers.

The most common errors with human based 

customer services are

Source: Mariana Ruiz. https://acquire.io/blog/customer-service-challenges/.



OUR SOLUTION
An AI model/Bot that answers questions raised by the customer 

and provide explanations and clarifications related to customer 

support.

Save on Human 
resource costs

Provides clearer 
explanation and 

clarification to customer 
support that a regular 

human support.

Will be online 24/7 to 
deal with customer 

support.

Handles and stores  
customer feedback and 
various other details to 
present the interaction 

timeline. 

Reduces the time of 
training human 

resource. 



System 
Diagram 

Customer

Customer uses a 
prompt

•Bot process the 
information given

Gets response 
from the AI Bot



HOW THIS WILL 

WORK



Here are a few examples of our AI Bot responding to a given prompt.



Here’s our bot asking the customer for his/her feedback 

after purchasing a product.



Future work ODR 
CHAT 
BOT

Fine tuning of the 
present model

To include 
conversation 

in all languages

To integrate user 
profile data for 

easy tracking and 
shipping of 
packages



Timeline and the future of AI based chat BOT

2021(call centre)

The global call centre AI market is valued 
at USD 1.16 billion.

2021(conversational AI)

The global conversational AI market size 
was valued at USD 6.18 billion in 2021.

2030(call centre)

With a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 22.7% from 2022 to 2030 the 
global call centre AI market will be valued 

at USD 10 billion.

2030(conversational AI)

With a compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) of 23.6% from 2022 to 2030 the 
global conversational AI market will be 

valued at USD 40 billion.

Source: https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/conversational-ai-market-report. 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/conversational-ai-market-report.

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/conversational-ai-market-report


Business Model
Premium  

Custom build 
and deployment

Service 
integration 

Technical 
support 24/7

No limits –
questions, order 
details, user info

Our business model is primarily based on 

B2B

Providing an affordable AI-based 

Chat Bot for all business models

Is our primary goal.



Team -



Thank You
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